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Omki. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Veet Allan (illustrator).
Paperback. 332 pages. Dimensions: 11.5in. x 8.0in. x 1.1in.Book
Description After twelve years in print and acclaimed use by
Shiatsu professionals and students worldwide the author Veet
Allan has revisited, remastered and expanded the original
Oceans book for this new and second edition. Using modern
digital illustration techniques Veet has completely redrawn and
extended the original Zen Shiatsu based meridian system
alongside theoretical material from Classical Chinese medicine
to finally reflect his original vision for the book and subsequent
practical and teaching experience. All illustrations are designed
for self-colouring. On completion by the student or practitioner
they provide an accurate pictorial study of the meridians,
tsubos or points of Oriental medicine alongside the organ,
skeletal and muscular systems of Western medicine. From the
Publisher This expanded new and second edition includes the
following. Double the volume of the original book Over 150
illustrations throughout in greyscale and black line art.
Completely new and redesigned layout including new digital
illustrations of the expanded Zen Shiatsu based meridian
system, and two of the Primary (extra-ordinary vessels),
namely the Du and Ren mai or Supervisor and Controller
vessels respectively. Revised and expanded to now include...
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Absolutely essential study pdf. It is writter in basic words and phrases rather than hard to understand. I am just happy
to tell you that this is basically the finest pdf i actually have study during my personal lifestyle and can be he very best
publication for actually.
-- Shya nne Seng er-- Shya nne Seng er

Comprehensive information! Its this sort of great go through. It really is rally interesting throgh studying time. I am just
quickly can get a satisfaction of looking at a created pdf.
-- Alexa ndr a  Weissna t-- Alexa ndr a  Weissna t
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